
Historically, BTC and ETH-denominated share classes have served primarily as a 
method for treasury management or asset management solutions. The investor 
base for many of these fund products has been tailored to Bitcoin miners, HNWIs, 
and Family Offices managing cryptocurrency exposure. Often justified by 
convenience and more simplified custody solutions, actively managed teams 
offer bespoke solutions for many interested investors eager to maintain and 
scale their crypto holdings.


Tokenized Fund Products


Concurrently, the tokenization of fund products and RWAs continue to gain 
institutional attraction. This past week JP Morgan’s Onyx announced a 
collaboration with alternative asset manager Apollo Global known as Project 
Guardian. A significant announcement from two powerhouse traditional financial 
institutions, Project Guardian aims to simplify the wealth management allocation 
process through smart-contracts and blockchains.


Though not the only platform working to service the tokenization of securities, 
the announcement comes on the potential US BTC Spot ETF approval, suggesting 
the next major adoption wave of blockchains and cryptocurrencies may be on the 
horizon.

Bitcoin leaped +28.34% after a gamma squeeze in the options market. According 
to CoinGlass, a crypto futures & derivates data platform, over $161m of BTC short 
liquidations occurred on October 22nd, leading to a quick acceleration in price. 
Crypto Hedge Fund managers were able to capture the upside movement 
generating relief among investors. The VisionTrack Crypto Hedge Fund 
Composite Index gained +12.63% bringing the year-to-date return to +31.21% and 
Bitcoin’s yearly return climbed to +107.16%.


In October, the VisionTrack Fundamental Index jumped +16.60% tracking to 
+49.18% YTD including early reported estimates. The Quant Directional Index 
grew +13.43% returning +23.41% YTD. Finally, The VisionTrack Market Neutral Index 
added +2.05%, the tenth consecutive positive month, climbing to 13.07% YTD.


VisionTrack Trends


The VisionTrack constituent set saw an increase in fund listings with 
performance data, gaining +4.5% since October mid-month. Since September 
mid-month, fund listings have grown by +8.9%, suggesting the VisionTrack 
platform is exceedingly becoming a go-to source of quality information for 
performance and fund information on actively managed crypto strategies. As 
monitored by VisionTrack, in recent months, fund growth for emerging managers 
with $50m-$100m in total assets under management has outpaced 
performance, suggesting net-new subscriptions or reallocation in the market.


In addition to the positive performance from many crypto hedge funds in the 
month of October, a popular trend for fund managers is the emergence of 
actively managed strategies with cryptocurrency-denominated share classes, 
notably BTC and ETH. In VisionTrack, less than 5% of fund strategies have share 
classes accepting cryptocurrency subscriptions, an opportunity set where we 
are expanding coverage. The trend gained traction upon the launch of 
CoinShares actively managed fund products targeting institutional investors.


Bailey York  •  Data Associate, VisionTrack
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https://www.jpmorgan.com/onyx/documents/portfolio-management-powered-by-tokenization.pdf
https://www.jpmorgan.com/onyx/documents/portfolio-management-powered-by-tokenization.pdf
file:///C:/Users/byork/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/U9T3CFNT/State%2520of%2520Security%2520Tokens%25202023%2520-%2520Q2%2520by%2520Security%2520Token%2520Advisors.pdf
https://x.com/intangiblecoins/status/1718789234398556416?s=20
https://www.coinglass.com/LiquidationData
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-09-22/european-crypto-asset-manager-coinshares-starts-us-hedge-fund-division
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The VisionTrack Data Dashboard and the VisionTrack Database are provided for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon for the basis of any 
investment decisions. The content provided herein should not be considered investment advice, and is not a recommendation of, or an offer to sell or solicitation of an 
offer to buy, any particular security, strategy, or investment product by Galaxy Digital or its affiliates to buy or sell any securities. Except where otherwise indicated, the 
information is based on matters as they exist as of the date of preparation and not as of any future date and will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect 
information that subsequently becomes available, or circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date hereof.


Certain statements reflect Galaxy’s views, estimates, opinions or predictions (which may be based on proprietary models and assumptions, including, in particular, 
Galaxy’s views on the current and future market for digital assets), and there is no guarantee that these views, estimates, opinions or predictions are currently accurate 
or that they will be ultimately realized. To the extent these assumptions or models are not correct or circumstances change, the actual performance of Galaxy and its 
subsidiaries may vary substantially from, and be less than, the estimated performance. None of Galaxy nor any of its respective affiliates, shareholders, partners, 
members, directors, officers, management, employees or representatives makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or 
completeness of any of the information transmitted or made available to you. Each of the aforementioned parties expressly disclaims any and all liability relating to or 
resulting from the use of the information.


This document provides links to other websites that we think might be of interest to you. Please note that when you click on one of these links, you may be moving to a 
provider's website that is not associated with Galaxy. These linked sites and their providers are not controlled by us, and we are not responsible for the contents or the 
proper operation of any linked site. The inclusion of any link does not imply our endorsement or our adoption of the statements therein. We encourage you to read the 
terms of use and privacy statements of these linked sites as their policies may differ from ours. This document, and the information contained herein, has been 
provided to you by Galaxy Digital Holdings LP and its affiliates (“Galaxy”) solely for informational purposes. This document may not be reproduced or redistributed in 
whole or in part, in any format, without the express written approval of Galaxy. Neither the information, nor any opinion contained in this document, constitutes an offer 
to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, any advisory services, securities, futures, options or other financial instruments or to participate in any advisory 
services or trading strategy. Nothing contained in this document constitutes investment, legal or tax advice. You should make your own investigations and evaluations 
of the information herein. Any decisions based on information contained in this document are the sole responsibility of the reader. Certain statements in this document 
reflect Galaxy’s views, estimates, opinions or predictions (which may be based on proprietary models and assumptions, including, in particular, Galaxy’s views on the 
current and future market for certain digital assets), and there is no guarantee that these views, estimates, opinions or predictions are currently accurate or that they 
will be ultimately realized. To the extent these assumptions or models are not correct or circumstances change, the actual performance may vary substantially from, 
and be less than, the estimates included herein. None of Galaxy nor any of its affiliates, shareholders, partners, members, directors, officers, management, employees 
or representatives makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the information or any other information 
(whether communicated in written or oral form) transmitted or made available to you. Each of the aforementioned parties expressly disclaims any and all liability 
relating to or resulting from the use of this information. Certain information contained herein (including financial information) has been obtained from published and 
non-published sources. Such information has not been independently verified by Galaxy and Galaxy does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of such 
information. Affiliates of Galaxy's own investments in some of the digital assets and protocols discussed in this document. Except where otherwise indicated, the 
information in this document is based on matters as they exist as of the date of preparation and not as of any future date, and will not be updated or otherwise revised 
to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date hereof. The foregoing does not constitute a 
"research report" as defined by FINRA Rule 2241 or a "debt research report" as defined by FINRA Rule 2242 and was not prepared by GalaxyDigital Partners LLC. For all 
inquiries, please email contact@galaxy.com. ©Copyright Galaxy Digital Holdings LP 2023. All rights reserved.
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If you are a digital asset fund manager and would like to contribute your performance results to VisionTrack to be 
eligible for inclusion in our VisionTrack Indices, please reach out to us at visiontrack@galaxy.com.


For more information on our updated methodology as well as downloadable monthly data, please visit our website at 
https://visiontrack.galaxy.com.
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